WHICH TYPE ARE YOU?
Floral

W101, W102, W103, W104, W105, W106, W107, W108, W109, W110, W111, W113, W114, W116, W117, W118, W119
W120, W123, W124, W125, W126, W127, W128, W130, W131, W132, W133, W134, W135, W137, W138, W143, W144,
W146, W148, W150, W151, W153, W154, W158, M001

Oriental

W103, W105, W107, W110, W114, W115, W116, W119, W125, W128, W129, W131, W134, W137, W139, W140,
W141, w142, W145, W147, W149, W152, M001, M005, M007, M008, M009, M010, M012, M018, M022, M027

Fruit

W104, W108, W109, W111, W112, W118, W120, W121, W123, W127, W130, W132, W135, W136, W139, W141, W155,
M016, M020,

Chypre

W112, W117, W124, W148, M011, M020

Wood

W105, W110, W114, W116, W126, W129, W143, W146, W147, W157, M001,M004, M005, M006,
M007, M008, M010, M011, M014, M015, M017, M021, M022, M023, M024, M026, M028

Water

W113, W133, M003, M014, M018, M024

Fougére

M002, M012, M025

Green

W102, W135, W144

Citrus

W104, W108, W125, W136, W156, M003, M006, M013, M014, M016, M019, M023, M029

* fragrances in bold are available from July 2017 as 50 ml perfumes

LET‘S IMAGINE THE MOST SIMPLE EXPLANATION OF
THE PRODUCTION PROCESS
Essences of the highest quality, comprised predominantly of natural sources, are first
mixed with pure perfume alcohol. To denaturate this alcohol, only distilled water is used
so that the fragrance and the quality of the final product is not at all influenced. The
resulting mixture is supercooled to a temperature of -7 °C and perfectly filtered. A filter
of 10 microns is used for this process. For the components to be able to bind into a
harmonic unit, the perfume matures for at least 8 weeks in stainless steel storage tanks.
It is then filled into flacons that are cleaned by air stream and created by Italian masters
in a well known workshop. Finally, it is packed into a box designed with the emphasis
of purity. All production steps are under constant control of quality and only faultless
materials are used for
the production.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO PERSONALLY TRY OTHER PRODUCTS?

Ask your distributor for our catalogues to see the whole range
of high quality hair, body and face products as well as Aloe Vera,
Colostrum and other very efficient natural food supplements.

Discover the exciting world of
essens fragrances

PERFUMES

20 %
essential
oils

ESSENS perfumes are created
with the highest possible quality.
Our production is certified by GMP
(Good Manufacturing Practice),
ISO
9001-2008
and
fulfills
the strictest rules and standard of
the EU. We guarantee 20 % essential
oils, exclusively supplied by SELUZ,
one of the world's top producers,
which ensures rank amongst
the elite of perfumes.

price 15 ml *

price 50 ml

price 15 ml *

price 50 ml

10.70 € 19.80 € 10.70 € 19.80 €

SHOWER GEL &
BODY BALM
Pamper
yourself
and
enjoy
the amazing feeling from a uniform
scent all over your body. A complex
of moisturising substances indulges
your skin, smoothing, softening
and protecting against dryness.
The fragrance will last longer by
using complimentary products of
the same aroma.

price 200 ml *

6.00 €

price 200 ml *

6.00 €

price 200 ml *

7.30 €

BODY MIST

3%
essential
oils

Fresh and soft fragrance in the form
of body spray with 3 % of aroma
essence gives you a pleasant feeling
all year along. Also recommended
for every woman who find the classic
perfumes too heavy.

price 200 ml *

14.80 €

price men's set*

25.80 €

PERFUME SETS
The perfume sets include 50 ml perfume,
200 ml shower gel and for women,
an additional 200 ml body balm. All sets
are delivered in exclusive gift boxes. You
can choose from a range of modern
designs! They are a a perfect gift for any
occasion for your loved ones.

price women‘s set*

33.10 €

*available for the most popular frangrances, ask your distributor for details

